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Abstract 

Today, big data technology is growing rapidly. The birth of 

Hadoop makes people concerned about the study of 

MapReduce, And Spark through the introduction of RDD 

data model and memory-based computing model, So that it 

can be well adapted to the data mining of big data this scene, 

And superior to Hadoop in iterative computing, Quickly 

became the majority of enterprises, scholars of the research 

focus. K nearest neighbor algorithm(KNN is used instead of 

the following) is a very important classification algorithm. A 

lot of people are studying it, But there is no mature solution to 

the algorithm in the spark platform to achieve parallelization. 

In this paper, The author realizes the parallelization of the 

improved KNN on the spark platform. We use clustering 

algorithms, Find the weight of each training sample in the 

training sample set, The weights of the K samples are used to 

distinguish the K nearest neighbors from the test sample. It is 

proved by experiments that the improved KNN has better 

accuracy. 

1 Spark Overview 

Spark is the University of California, Berkeley AMP 

Laboratory Develops a common memory parallel computing 

framework. Spark with its advanced design concept, quickly 

become a popular community projects, Spark introduced 

Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib and GraphX 

components, that is, BDAS
[1]

, As shown in Figure 1 below. 

Spark Core provides a memory computing framework, Spark 

SQL
[2]

 is used for timely query, Spark Streaming
[3]

 is used for 

real-time processing applications, MLlib
[4]

 or MLbase is used 

for machine learning and GraphX
[5]

 for graph processing. 

these components gradually form a large data processing one-

stop solution platform.  

 

From all aspects of Spark hope to replace Hadoop in the 

status of large data, a large data processing mainstream 

standards, But Spark has a great way to go from this goal. 

Spark is implemented using the Scala language, an object-

oriented, functional programming language that makes it easy 

to manipulate distributed data sets as well as manipulating 

local collection objects. In the Spark official website, it has a 

fast running, easy to use, versatile and run anywhere. 

 
Figure 1. Spark's entire ecosystem a Berkeley data analysis 

stack 

2 Spark Task Execution Process 

Spark task execution process is divided into two stages, The 

first stage generates the RDD dataset, Incremental build DAG 

diagram (Direct Acyclic Graph, directed acyclic 

graph).Lineage record transform operator sequence, The 

second stage Task Scheduler through the Cluster manager 

such as (Mesos, Yarn), etc. will be sent to the DAG task set to 

the node in the cluster. Figure 2 shows the running scenario of 

the Spark program. 

 
Figure 2. Spark program running process 

 

In general, each Spark application through the driver (driver 

program) call the user's main function, Perform RDD on the 

cluster in parallel. RDD can be created from HDFS or 

generated by an existing RDD calculation, Users can keep 

RDD in memory for easy reuse, and finally when RDD is lost, 

it can be automatically restored via Lineage. 

3 The Traditional K Near Neighbor Algorithm 

Unlike other model-based and rule-based classification 

algorithms, The KNN is an instance-based supervised 

machine learning method. The classification of a new sample 
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is determined by the majority of its K nearest neighbors. The 

algorithm does not use any empirical pattern to match, So it is 

intuitive, without a priori statistical knowledge, no teacher 

learning and other characteristics, thus becoming a non-

parametric classification of an important method. KNN is the 

guiding ideology of " One takes on the attributes of one's 

associates". By your neighbors to infer your category. For 

example, for a query point, find out the nearest K training 

points, And then use the "minority to obey the majority" of 

the voting method, the query points belong to the category. In 

fact, the KNN uses the neighbor classification as a predictor 

of a new query case.  

 

KNN is very simple to achieve. Given a sample set X with m 

samples, each sample has n attributes:Xi=(xi1,xi2,… ,xin); 

i=1,2, … ,m.Suppose a sample to be classified ：

Y=(y1,y2,… ,yn).Then, The procedure for determining the 

KNN of the Y class is as follows: 

[1] Calculate the distance between the sample to be sorted 

and the European distance of all training samples: 

Dist(Y,Xi)= √∑         
  

   . 

[2] Find neighbors: delineation of the nearest k training 

objects, as the test object of the neighbors. 

[3] Classification: According to the main categories of k 

nearest neighbors, to classify the test object. 

 

4 Improved K Near Neighbor Algorithm Based 

On Spark Platform 

Although the KNN is robust and easy to use. But it still has 

many shortcomings: 

[1] When calculating the distance from the test sample to 

the training sample, all attributes have the same status. 

However, in practical applications, the role of each 

attribute in the classification is not the same. Many 

researchers have improved their typical work, including 

Tian Xuan, Sang Ying bin proposed weighted 

Euclidean distance calculation method
[6,7]

,Li Wei et al. 

Proposed a weighted cosine similarity calculation 

method
[8]

.But none of these studies have parallelized the 

algorithm on the spark platform. 

[2] The amount of calculation is large. Because for each of 

the data to be classified to calculate it to the distance of 

all known samples in order to obtain its K nearest 

neighbors. We can delete some of the samples that do 

not make much contribution to the classification, which 

eliminates some unnecessary computational overhead. 

The main method is the condensed algorithm
[9]

,Edited 

algorithm
[10]

. 

[3] Improvement of K value selection method. KNN, the 

choice of K value is a focus of attention, Because we 

can not know in advance what the value of K is more 

appropriate, Previously, the K value was adjusted for 

the given experiment by constant experimentation. 

Ghosh et al. On how to determine the K value has been 

improved, using a dynamic method to determine the K 

value
[11]

. 

At present, there are few related papers on the Spark platform, 

and most of them are on the Hadoop platform
[12-14]

. 

 

In this paper, we focus on the first point of the KNN, combine 

the KNN and the Kmeans algorithm, Calculate the weight of 

each attribute in the test sample, Finally, we use weighted 

voting strategy to classify. And the improved KNN is scaled 

with the scala language on the spark platform. Specific steps 

are as follows: 

[1] Read the data from the native data space into the Spark 

Rdd space and encapsulate each data into the RDD 

[LabeledPoint] data type. 

[2] Normalize the data. In this paper, the normalization of 

the sample data using the minimum - the largest 

standardized, The method is as follows: For each 

attribute, find the minimum and maximum values for the 

attribute corresponding to all the samples in the dataset. 

Thus, the definition is as follows: 
          

               
. Where 

max(xi)and min(xi) are the maximum and minimum 

values of the i-th attribute of all the samples in the data 

set, respectively. After normalization, the values of each 

attribute of the n data samples are mapped to the [0,1] 

interval. 

[3] Use Kmeans algorithm to calculate the cluster center of 

each category.(The Kmeans algorithm has been 

parallelized in mllib and can be called directly through 

the KMeans.train). 

[4] Calculate the weight of each data. 

weight=1/(dist*dist),dist is the distance of each data to 

each corresponding cluster center. When the dist is far 

from the center of the category, the lower the degree of 

determination of the category, The corresponding 

number of weights is also lower; On the contrary, if dist 

is closer to the center of the category, the greater the 

number of weights. 

[5] Classify by weight. 

Here are the types of data used in spark: 

 

RDD, full name is Resilient Distributed Datasets, is a fault-

tolerant, parallel data structure, Allows users to explicitly 

store data to disk and memory, and can control the data 

partition. At the same time, RDD also provides a rich set of 

operations to operate the data. In these operations, such as 

map, flatMap, filter and other conversion operations, a good 

fit Scala collection operation. 

 

RDD as a data structure, in essence, is a read-only partition 

record set. An RDD can contain multiple partitions, each of 

which is a dataset fragment. RDD can be interdependent. If 

each partition of RDD can only be used by a partition of a 

Child RDD, it is called narrow dependency; if multiple Child 

RDD partitions can be dependent, it is called wide 

dependency. Different operations may produce different 

dependencies depending on their characteristics. 
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LabeledPoint simply, can be understood as a vector 

corresponding to a special value, the value of the specific 

content can be specified by the user, such as you developed 

an algorithm A, the algorithm for each vector will be 

processed after a special mark value P, you can use p as a 

vector tag. 

5 Experiment And Analysis 

In this paper, the experiment in a real environment, the 

specific version of the experiment is as follows: Spark 

Version: spark-1.6.1, Scala Version: scala-2.10.6, Hadoop 

Version: hadoop-2.7.1, JDK Version: jdk1.8.0_66. 

 

In this paper, we build a Spark cluster composed of three 

nodes, Specific steps to build Spark cluster here is no longer 

described in detail, We built the Spark cluster on top of 

Hadoop HDFS, Which HDFS is responsible for storage, 

Spark replaced MapReduce calculation framework, 

responsible for the calculation of data in the experiment. 

 

In the master and slave nodes, we will see the following 

process, as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Master and slave node process 

 

At the same time, Figure 4 shows the parallel KNN 

implementation process through the Spark cluster UI to 

monitor the operation of the cluster. 

Figure 4. The Spark cluster UI monitor the operation of the 

cluster 

The job in spark is shown in the figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Spark jobs 

 

 

The experimental dataset of this paper uses the 

datingTestSet ,transfusion and banknote authentication 

datasets in the UCI machine learning data set. The cross 

validation will be used to verify the accuracy of the algorithm. 

We use a portion of the data training model to evaluate the 

performance of the model. We used the data set 60% of the 

data training model, with 40% of the data to test. Here will be 

improved before the algorithm in the spark platform 

classification and algorithm to improve the classification of 

the results are compared as shown Figure 6: 
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Figure 6. Comparison of accuracy before and after algorithm 

improvement 

Experiments show that the improved KNN has better 

accuracy. 

6 Conclusion 

Nowadays, many people pay attention to the big data 

processing, A variety of distributed systems, cloud computing 

platform after another, While the system's function and 

performance are also uneven, Spark large data processing 

platform to absorb the essence of the mainstream processing 

system Hadoop, to its dregs, With hundreds of times faster 

than Hadoop's performance in the rapid development, 

replacing Hadoop will be just around the corner. The value of 

big data is mining, data mining has become a big data 

processing system is an essential part, Therefore, the author 

of this paper in-depth study of Spark's system architecture, 

programming model and its data mining module, Found that 

the machine learning algorithm library mllib algorithm library 

there are many algorithms did not achieve, Which KNN is 

one of them, This algorithm is simple and effective, easy to 

implement, in the field of artificial intelligence such as expert 

systems, data mining, pattern recognition and other aspects of 

widely used. Therefore, this paper improves the KNN and 

implements the parallelization on the Spark platform. 

 

Of course, although this article has made great efforts and a 

lot of research to do KNN improvement, In the Spark 

parallelization and application data set, made some small 

results, but there are still some shortcomings. First, in the 

Spark parallelization, the KNN is fine-grained task parallel 

support is insufficient, the performance is poor; Moreover, 

since the RDD does not support the updating of variables in 

the Scala native space in operations such as maps, Some key 

operations are not parallelized, And RDD can not produce 

new RDD, can not do the task parallel and parallel data at the 

same time. Second, combining the kmeans algorithm with the 

KNN improves the accuracy of the algorithm, but the time of 

the computational task increases, the next step must also take 

into account the efficiency of the algorithm. 

 

Spark platform is still in continuous research and 

development, is not very mature, it is necessary to continue to 

study the platform in the data mining parallel content. Spark 

platform itself are some shortcomings, also need to improve 

the place, Such as RDD can not be nested, that is, within the 

RDD can no longer trigger action, Spark also has much room 

for improvement. 
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